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Firco Screening Insight – for accounts
Reduce false positives, prioritise alerts  
and improve operational efficiency
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Arm your organisation with the 
insight needed to identify financial 
crime account risk – efficiently  
and with confidence  

Firco Screening Insight – for accounts integrates seamlessly with Firco 
Trust to further advance the solution’s alert management capabilities.

Firco Screening Insight – for accounts is a feature-rich account 
screening and alert management platform that combines account 
screening filtering intelligence with high-performance processing  
and scoring capabilities to improve accuracy, eliminate alert  
overload and increase operational efficiency.

Leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, Firco Screening 
Insight – for accounts reduces false positives and prioritises matches 
by risk severity and probability. It enables you to pinpoint high-risk 
accounts and meet financial crime regulatory requirements  
with confidence.

Firco Screening Insight – for accounts identifies potential customer 
risk in sanctions and enforcement lists, regulatory watchlists, lists of 
Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs), Reputationally Exposed Persons 
(REPs) and Marijuana Related Businesses (MRBs), and private lists.
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With Firco Screening Insight – for accounts you can:

Uncover and prioritise highly probable matches  
with fewer false positives

Substantially reduce false positives – to single digit alert rates 

Improve operational efficiency

Mitigate the risk of under detection 

Validate model effectiveness 

Increase transparency and traceability
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Scatterplot: Data visualisation of prioritised alerts

Firco Screening Insight – for accounts is a comprehensive solution that 
includes the following suite of core products and services as standard:

A Comprehensive Solution

Firco Automated Alert Reduction

The financial crime account screening analytics engine and surveillance tool for Firco Screening Insight 
– for accounts. 

Firco Automated Alert Reduction uses AI techniques to fuel its advanced analytics. The solution includes 
two powerful methodologies: the Strength Index (SI), which uses probability scoring to determine the 
likelihood that a match is a true match, and the Exposure Index (EI), which provides a daily ranking of 
reference list data by risk. When reference lists are screened against customer lists and the SI is applied, a 
prioritised hierarchy of customer risk based on severity and probability surfaces. Organisations can then 
review alerts in priority order for optimal risk mitigation.

Firco Automated Alert Reduction allows users to set their alert threshold based on a combination  
of SI and EI indices to reduce false positives and ensure the highest-risk, most relevant alerts  
are delivered to their alert management workflows. Alerts are graphically displayed in a scatterplot  
to visually segregate results into high-risk, immediately actionable matches, below threshold  
matches and alerts for review and remediation.
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List Management Service

An automated service that optimises data for watchlist screening.

The List Management Service automatically downloads data from government sanctions lists, 
commercial databases, internal bank lists and lists of PEPs and REPs. The service monitors data  
for updates, validates your records to optimise data for watchlist screening, and applies  
the EI score to facilitate alert prioritisation.

With the List Management Service, records sent to your alert management system  
are high-quality, properly formatted and filter-ready to speed the account management process  
and improve operational efficiency.

Alert Investigation Manager and Alert Reduction API

Select from these two core offerings to better meet your organisation’s preferences:

Alert Investigation Manager – An end-to-end workflow tool and cloud option for list and alert 
management, Alert Investigation Manager provides data visualisation that enables you to track and 
manage the sanctions and watchlist compliance process from alert review to system administration and 
audit. It also offers robust dashboards and graphical reports for management and regulatory review.

Alert Reduction API – This flexible option enables you to keep your existing third-party alert 
investigation and management system, yet benefit from the false positive reduction, alert prioritisation 
and screening capability in Firco Screening Insight – for accounts. Files are sent to Accuity via FTP, then 
screened, scored and ranked before being sent back in the agreed file format.

Implementation Service

Ensures that your organisation is set up properly from the start so you can quickly  
reap the benefits of Firco Screening Insight – for accounts. 

The implementation service is delivered by a team of Accuity data scientists and systems experts  
that will analyse your data for optimal scanning and then validate your model based on your 
organisation’s specific risk policies and requirements. Accuity will help install, integrate and test  
your platform to optimise its full potential.

Daily dashboard views
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Optional Products and Services

Real Time 
Screening API

Firco Alert 
Investigation Service 

Lookback Service 

Manual  
Screening Lookup

Utilise this automated, 
real-time service to send 
screening requests to 
Accuity in order to take 
advantage of the advanced 
screening capabilities. 
Accuity will perform 
record lookups against 
any list or combination of 
lists. Account screening is 
initiated directly from your 
applications and web forms 
and fully integrates into 
your alert manager or case 
manager workflow.

Utilise the Firco Alert 
Investigation Service for advanced 
screening and challenging 
investigations. Accuity 
data scientists and other IT 
professionals will assist in alert 
remediation and other time-
consuming, yet critical aspects of 
your account screening process – 
such as clearing alert backlogs.

Leverage the Firco Alert Investigation Service team of 
seasoned financial crime screening professionals to perform 
a slice-in-time snapshot of risk in your customer database. 
The Lookback Service is useful for organisations that need 
to undergo a compliance self-audit, validate an AML  
programme or perform merger and acquisition due diligence.

Submit queries for account 
screening against commercial 
and private reference lists 
with an automated, real-time 
web call service that fully 
integrates into your alert or 
customer manager workflow.

Ad hoc Screening Service 
Screen unscheduled customer account files on demand. 
Files are processed automatically, and updated files 
are uploaded into your screening system based on the 
required file structure and list format.

Proof of Value 
(PoV)
PoV uses a subset of 
your organisation’s 
customer data to 
demonstrate the 
improved detection 
accuracy and alert 
prioritisation capability  
of Firco Screening  
Insight – for accounts  
prior to implementation  
of the solution.

Custom Reporting
Expand your reporting capabilities with custom 
reports and dashboards to meet your regulatory, 
account management and individual reporting 
needs. Custom reports are supplemental to 
the basic reporting templates that are already 
included with the core solution.
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Features

Advanced analytics engine

Uncover patterns of interaction and non-obvious  
relationships to expose probable alerts whilst reducing false 
positives. Firco Screening Insight – for accounts will prioritise 
probable matches by severity for a clear view of your most 
impactful risks. Configured to provide daily updates, your 
accounts can be rescreened when data or relationships change.

Tuning and model validation

Validate and refine your model and maintain and test your lists in an off-line 
environment to ensure that your account screening is optimised to your exact 
needs. Analyse dispositioned responses to further refine screening effectiveness 
and meet obligations for explainability and regulatory compliance.

Streamlined workflow

Manage your operation with highly customisable workflows that provide 
the flexibility to group and assign alerts based on list requirements,  
lines of business, and geographical jurisdictions.

Data analytics and visualisation

View a full audit trail of customer data, reference data, alerts, and user 
activity to stay up-to-date on what is happening in your system. Analytics, 
visualisation and dashboard capabilities provide the transparency and 
explainability needed for management and regulatory reporting.

List management

Centralise all your watchlists, internal lists, PEPs and REPs data, and Marijuana 
Related Business lists for efficient list management. Your lists are managed with 
continuous and automatic updates that are delivered clean and filter-ready – 
and will dovetail into your screening workflow to speed alert review.

Screening options 

Detect listed parties in milliseconds with real-time and on-demand 
Web service and API screening functionality.



To learn more about the Firco Screening Insight – for accounts and the full suite of Accuity account  
and transaction screening solutions, contact your account manager or visit: www.accuity.com.

• Sanctions Lists
• Sanctions Associated Entities
• Enforcement Actions
•  Politically Exposed Persons 

(PEPs)
• State Owned Enterprises
• Reputationally Exposed  

Persons (REPs)

• Marijuana Registered 
Businesses 

• Registrations Data
• FATCA Foreign  

Financial Institutions
• Money Services Businesses
• IHS Registered Vessels

Firco enhanced data

Data categories

Data Option 

Firco enhanced data (supported by) WorldCompliance™

Accuity has mastered the complexities of optimising reference lists for scanning. Our enhanced  
data helps optimise critical operations by securely delivering current and continuously updating 
screening data. WorldCompliance offers the most up-to-date financial crime compliance intelligence 
across more than 60 risk categories and subcategories. Reference data can be tailored to fit specific, 
risk-based screening protocols. 

About Accuity
Accuity offers a suite of innovative solutions for payments and compliance professionals, from comprehensive data and software that manage risk and compliance, 
to flexible tools that optimise payments pathways. With deep expertise and industry-leading data-enabled solutions from the Fircosoft, Bankers Almanac and NRS 
brands, our portfolio delivers protection for individual and organisational reputations. 

Part of RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and business  
customers across industries, Accuity has been delivering solutions to banks and businesses worldwide for 180 years.

Boston, Chennai, Chicago, Dubai, Frankfurt, Hong Kong,  
London, Miami, Mumbai, New York, Paris, Pretoria, San Diego, 
São Paulo, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo, Zurich

accuity.com
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